WUHS GIRLS' TRACK & FIELD
1989
Results

Lynn Chapman   Patti White
Missy Burewski   Heather Howland
1989 SEASON RESULTS

"It is the "overcoming", not the "success of" that is important."

"A few weeks to work hard, a lifetime to remember."

CONGRATULATIONS LADIES!

- 13 - 1 duals/triangulars
- 3rd in Conference- ever so close....
- three school records, lots of PRs-wait 'til 90
- largest incoming Fresh group-What will you do with your talent????
- most consistent miserable weather in years
- most injuries, most rolls of tape used, first ambulance
- most potty stops
- distance runners repeat as Charades champs
- toilet paper is still in my trees, 10 pizzas consumed at party
- once again, excellent parent support

DATE                      TEAM SCORES

3/11                      ST. CHARLES INVITE-INDOOR-4TH-5 TEAMS
3/17                      FENTON INVITE-INDOOR-3RD-8 TEAMS
3/25                      ISU INVITE-20TH-44 TEAMS

4/4                      WY 93 SYC. 47 GEN. K. 78 LEALAND 33
4/6                      WY 87 GENEVA 46
4/11                     WY 70 KANELAND 63
4/15                     SUN COED - NO TEAM SCORES
4/18                     WY 93.5 PLAIN 60 YORKY. 54.5 ST. FR. 45
4/20                     WY 62 MORRIS 85.ST. FR. 25
4/22                     LAKE PARK INVITE 11TH-18 TEAMS
4/25                     WY 81 OSWEGO 69 ROSARY 22
4/29                     WHEATON CENTRAL INVITE 7TH-14 TEAMS
5/2                      WY 96.5 BATAVIA 27 YORKY. 43.5
5/5                      CONFERENCE- 3RD
5/9                      UNDER THE LITES- NO TEAM SCORE
5/13                     SECTIONAL 10TH-18 TEAMS
5/15                     FROSH-SOPH INVITE-NO TEAM SCORE
5/20                     STATE-TIFFANY CLENDENING-4TH-HIGH JUMP